Kindness poster
Patrick Brill better known by his
artist name Bob and Roberta
Smith, is a British contemporary
artist, He is known for his slogan art
which features vibrant colours and
bold lettering.
Your task this week is to create a
kindness poster.
Be as creative as you like! Fill the
whole page!
Bob and Roberta Smith

The poster must include the text ‘BE
KIND’
Use colour pencils and pens If you
have them. Colour must fill the whole
page and you must use a minimum
of four colours.
Happy creating!
Please send a photograph of your
kindness poster to
charlotte.oshea@oasis.southbank.
org
Bob and Roberta Smith

Turn me into something
else
Victor Nunes is an illustrator who
uses ordinary objects (earbuds,
rubber bands, pen lids, paperclips
etc) to create imaginative drawings
that feature these everyday
objects.
Your task this week is to select a
small and very ordinary object that
you have a home and then use it
as a feature in a series of drawings
that you make, turning the object
into something else.
Aim to create a least 5 drawings
featuring your selected object.
Make your drawings all on one
page if you can.
Happy creating!
Please take a photo and email me
your creations
charlotte.oshea@oasis.southban
k.org

View from your
window
As we are all spending the majority of our
time inside, I thought it would be a great
idea to share the view from your window.
Using a pencil draw the view from a
window in your home.
Start with the larger shapes first for
example a building or a tree, then add in
the smaller details.

Vincent Van Gogh’s painted view from a window in France

Be as creative as you can, add colour with
pens and pencils if you have them.
Raoul Duffy Open Window
at Saint-Jeannet

Please email me a photograph of your
creation I can not wait to see your
drawings!
Happy creating!
Charlotte.oshea@oasis.southbank.org
Vanessa Bell, Interior with table

